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A PROCESSED LANDSCAPE 

The landscape is a dynamic place shaped by 
natural forces that is culturally processed 
and refined by human action. It is both a 

container for humans and an object 

contained in human life that can be used 
and modified. Traditionally human cultural 

factors shape landscape and vice-versa : 
peoples inhabiting and gazing at this same 

landscape shape their own culture accordingly. 

Kryst a llia Kamvasinou , 



Humans are a part of nature. But unfortunately, humanity sees itself only as owner, curator, 
gardener, manipulator, and regulator of natural environments, systems, and organisms. This 

is a seemingly paradoxical status between superiority and complex synthesis. Architecture 
has made attempts to maintain a separation with nature. Humankind, in its attempt to create 

for itself the 'better life,' has instead created an identity crisis. In all of the technological 
advances Homo sa iens have severed themselves from nature. 

" ... The pending threoL UI vllV llUlllllvllLCll CAtJU'-'UIJtJ"''-' u-Jmonstrate(s) to US 

our vulnerability and the uncertainty of our future. Much of this turmoil is 
attributed to the uncontrollable aspects of technology, in particular the effects 
it has on society. It is often stated that the effects of technology broke up our 

social, political, and cultural structures which are the basis for all our 
actions.", 

For humans, nature has become an economic resource to be processed, milled, smelted, 
quarried, and packaged for consumption. What is lacking is balance. 



An ecosystem has in its future two possibilities: 1 ), to 
find balance and harmony within itself and with its 

surroundings, and as such, survive and adapt forever, or 
2) to persist in an increasing state of turmoil until it wipes 

itself into a clean slate. 
While the world's resources are available for use at human 

discretion, they can be managed in a way that preserves balance in 
our ecosystem. Economy, defined, is a system of management of 

resources. Unfortunately, economy is usually taken to mean 
pecuniary efficiency. If we desire something more than to have 

nature only as a theme park, we need to broaden our understanding 
of economy to include the preservation of species, including 

humans, by compromising our culture of consumption with natural 
processes. 



Thesis Statem ent and Pro1ec t S cope ABS 

Thesis statement: An ecologic 
building has an aesthetic identity 
that is defined by its relationship 
with its surroundings. By blurring 

the transition between nature and 
architecture, a structure becomes 

an extension of the natural 
environment. Architecture becomes 

an inherent part of human 
interaction, instead of a human 

imposition on a subservient natural 
landscape. A harmonious transition 
between artificial urban and natural 

landscapes can be developed 
through architectural prosthesis. 

T~CT 

Scope of project: The facility 
1 type is a corporate headquarters 
I for Earthlink, an Internet service 

provider. The corporate 
headquarters for a technology
based company will provide a 
means for reconciling economic 
and technological imperatives 
with natural human connections 
to environment. 
~-------- ---·--------··----·-
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Theory lssu<'S PROS 
The building sho u ld be u nders t ood to b e an extensio n o f the 
natural landscape. 

" ... We can study how prostheses are designed, created, 
and used in order to gain a better understanding of how 

American culture values certain kinds of activities or 
forms of mobilit ." 3 

The metaphor of architectural prosthesis is descriptive of what a 
viable solution could realize. Prosthesis is most commonly defined 

as the supplying of an artificial part of the body. In more simple 
terms, it replaces a missing limb that, if successful, is assumed to 

be part of the body. In some cases it's purpose is primarily 
aesthetic; in others, it provides a necessary function. But in all 

cases it appears as part of a whole, not an entity on its own. This is 
not extended to include artificial organs, which provide only 
mechanical functions necessa to the survival of the bod . 



I 

Theory lssLH'S PROS 
The building should be understood to be an extension of the 
natural landscape. 

CONCEPT: The building should be understood to be 
an extension of the natural landscape. 

POSSIBLE DESIGN SOLUTIONS: 

The design should use natural topography to determine the 
bulldlng's footprint and height so that It appears to flow with the 

landscape. 

The building should use natural landscape features to determine Its 
fonn. 

EarttHhettered areas should be designed to allow for continuous 
flow of the landscape over and through the bulldlng. 



Theory Issues PROS 
The building should serve as an artificial enhancement of 
natural functions. 

THESIS 

The idea of prosthesis can be extended to include the objects that 
enhance the abilities of the human body. Examples of these are the 
automobile, which enables the body to travel greater distances with 

less physical effort, and the telephone, which enables personal 
communication from any part of the world. These technologies, and 

many others, are developed specifically to augment the body's 
natural senses and functions. When first developed, these were 

luxuries now modern socie is almost entirel de endent on them. 



Theory Issues PROS 
The building should serve as an artificial enhancement of 
natural functions. 

THESIS 

CONCEPT: The building should serve as an artificial 
enhancement of natural functions. 

POSSIBLE DESIGN SOLUTIONS: 

Circulation, beginning at the access points to the site, to parking and 
mass transit systems, and to the flow of people through the building 

and through work spaces, should be continuous without disrupting 
activities. 

The design should engage multiple senses through fountains, 
flowing water, and natural vegetation throughout. 

The building and site should not disrupt the natural flow of water 
drainage to maintain a consistent environment. 



Theory Issues PRQS THESIS 
The t ransition between natural and built should be blurred. 

Modernism has turned urban environments into 'concrete jungles.' 
The idea of architectural prosthesis is that architecture can be 

designed as an extension of the natural environment. It can be a 
natural part of landscape, and at the same time serve a necessary 
function. One argument is that humans are a natural creation, and 

therefore anything produced by humans is a result of natural 
o erations 

" ... proposing a Nondual Ecology, in which all forms of 
life are honored equally. This would include anything that 

displays negentropic activity, i.e. the self-organizing, 
information encoding, entropy defying activity of 

dissipative structures ... purely biological evolution is no 
longer the main focus of life on this planet. .. It's been 

built over the top of, subsumed, in the best evolutionary 
st le, b the techno-biotia." 4 

Even if this is the case, the negative effect of a built separation 
between human and environment is perceived in the transition from 
one to the other. The reconciliation of clear, architectural, geometric 
space with the immeasurable void of electronic space takes place in 

the transition . 
By blurring this transition, architecture can reduce the 

negative effect and replace it with a positive experience. 



Theory Issues PROS 
The transition between natural and built should be blurred. 

CONCEPT: The transition between natural and built 
should be blurred. 

POSSIBLE DESIGN SOLUTIONS: 

A visual connection between inside and outside can be created with 
large windows in activity space and skylights that allow natural light 

into the space. 

Green spaces should extend from the outside to the inside and from 
the inside to the outside without an obvious break. 

There should be views from the inside to natural landscapes and 
views from the outside to activity areas within the building. 



Theory Cds<' Studies PROS 
Barcelona Botanical Gardens-Carles Ferreter-Barcelona. 
Spain. 

Site plan: the 
layout of the 

gardens follows the 
topography of the 

site. 

Paths flow along 
contours between 

the triangular 
spaces. 

The layout of the 
site provides 
unique views 

toward an non
oppressive 

structure. 



Theory Case Stud ies PROS 
Museum of Life and the Environment-William McDonough and 
Partners-York County, SC. 

Landscaping flows 
up to the roof of 

the building to form 111 
a continuous 

connection. 

Curved segments 
make the building 

flow and allow light 
to enter all areas 

within the museum. 



Theory Case Stucl1l'S PRQS 
Hector Peterson Museum-Roche. DSV, and Sie. P-Soweto. 
South Africa. 

Terrain grids define 
the slope of the site 
and are altered in a 

processo~ 

amorphism .. ~~~ll!!~ii!il!~,.-~~~!'!l~iiii:i 

The grid become 
building form and i 

imposed upon b 
boxes space 

throughout. 



Theory Issues SYS IE~ 
Utilization o f an organ ic process of desig n. 

"I use the process of organic synthesis to bring together 
all the factors to be considered in the conceptualization 

of an a ro riate solution ex ressive of our times." n 

An organic design process allows the contextual and functional 
forces that affect design to determine form. The main idea is that 

architecture simulates organic growth processes. 
An or~ai " "' ' 11 ;-, ~1vvvu1 1:-, uc1-1c11uent on internal 

processes and pressures from its external environment. 
Included in these factors are "context of the region , the 
terrain, vegetation, climate, and orientat ion in terms of 

heat ain and Ii ht direction."" 
In organisms, form is derived from geometry and proportion. By 

intensifying and abstracting geometrical forms from nature, 
architecture becomes organic. Architectural form based on organic 

s nthes·s ex b th · t nal and external functions • 
In a society of advanced communication technology, 

architecture should express a culture of being 
commuted, transferred, and moved. ·, 



Theory Issue's SYS 
Utilization of an organic process of design. 

CONCEPT: Utilization of an organic process of 
design. 

POSSIBLE DESIGN SOLUTIONS: 

I 

The design should derive its form from the terrain's contours, 
circulation, and paths of its users. 

The design should allow interactivity between spaces by 
making public and large meeting spaces open and easily 

accessible. 



Theory Issues SYS 
The building should express ecolog ic continuity. 

Communications technology is especially disturbing to natural systems. Our culture of 
simulacrum consists of layers of images that create barriers between depiction and veracity. 
This creates a collision of perceptions that fragments into collective identity loss. Media has 
the ability to instantaneously alter culture, and we are either able to comprehend and adjust 

to this dynamic or be trapped within it. 
"The vocabulary of man and nature has been replaced with a language of 
s stems and networks, of intersections, interactions, and interference." 11 

How does this relate to architecture? Architecture, like nature, is a system. It has order, 
hierarchy, and coherence. It is an assemblage of unequal parts that collectively achieve 

harmony. Information technology destroys hierarchy. In an ideal situation this is beneficial. In 
a less than ideal situation, where information, knowledge, and understanding are assumed to 

be the same, it can be manipulative and confusing. The aestheticization of politics and 
commodity has bled into architecture as multiple surfaces and superficiali . ----Naturd1 d11u dr u11c1d1 ca11 1..,ucA1;:,L 111 11a1111u11y. The answer lays in nature itself, 

"reminding us how much architecture was once a celebration of nature, 
abstracting and intensifying aspects of it, and also how it heightened human 

events by a combination of mutual isolation and ritualistic connection ... the 
beginnings of architecture and culture."., 



Theory Issues SYS 
The building s hould express ecologic continuity. 

CONCEPT: The building should express ecologic 
continuity. 

POSSIBLE DESIGN SOLUTIONS: 

Human circulation, mechanical, electrical, and communication 
systems should be congruent and be allowed to intersect each other 

in high traffic areas. 

Infrastructure for mechanical and electrical systems should be 
exposed to reveal both basic and complex functions. 

There should be stations for public transit access to the building, and 
these stations should be connected to the work areas through 

pleasing spaces, such as courtyards or a large, open atrium. 

Natural hierarchies should be carried over from outside to inside. 
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Theory Case Studies SYS 
Fukuoka Prefectura l Internat iona l Ha ll-A mbasz and 
Associat es-Fukuoka, Japan . 

The building •• ::;E 
resembles a ;§~§~§§§ 

hillside rising up :~~~~~~~ 
from an urban park ;s§~g§:~ 

to look over the ~~~· 
city.~ 

-sa 

The terraces are 
covered in foliage 

over the roof with a 
glass pillar that 

reaches into the 
large atrium. 

l "··· ' .. -' . ' . ' . ' . ' . i : 

I 

The terraces also 
allow natural light 

to enter all levels of 
the building while 

diffusing the light to 
obscure its source. 



T heory Case Stud ies SYS 
Sky Dragon Apartment Complex-Eugene Tsui-Unbuilt . 

The slope of the 
building extends 

rrornthe landscape 
and provides 

access to all levels. 

Serrated balconies 
reflect light back 

into living spaces. 

Water flows 
naturally through 
the building and 
over the rooftop 
garden space to 

the ocean. 



Theory Case Studies SYS 
Aquatorium-.James Wines and SITE-Chattanooga, TN. 

The circular shape 
is derived from the 

contours of the 
hillside site and is ., 
symbolic of earth • 

and water. 

Fluid waifs divide 
spaces for different li.i5;~~ 

uses and give a 
feeling of -_. ...... 

movement. 

IE~ 



Tl1eory Issues SUS 
The design should be able to maintain itself in a changing 
environment. 

TAINABILITY 

In a world of information technology and cultural 
reformation/deformation, there exists a sense of instability and 

inevitable change. This does not contradict what occurs in natural 
environments, and is emphasized by theories of evolution and even 

more so by chaos theory. Landscapes are constantly altered, 
whether it is through the gradual effects of wind and water erosion or 

catastrophic events caused by volcanic activity, glacial movements, 
or tectonic late movements. 

The ability of organisms to auaf..ll Lu c;1 1v11u11111ental 
changes is what allows them to survive and maintain a 
position within an ecosystem. Sustainable architecture 

should have this same abilit . 
A sustainable design is flexible for multiple and various functions, so 

that it remains useful for new needs and technologies. 



Theory Issues SUS 
The design should be able to m aintain itself in a changing 
env ironment. 

CONCEPT: The design should be able to maintain 
itself in a changing environment. 

POSSIBLE DESIGN SOLUTIONS: 

TAINABILllY 

Large activity spaces should be designed to house a variety of uses 
from conferences and performances to lectures and banquets. 

Work areas should be large and open and should use easily 
movable partitions to integrate activities and adapt to multiple uses. 

The building should be designed so that it can be added onto or 
pieces taken away without disrupting the overall scheme. 

e 
.E 
c 
"' ·;;; .. .,, 



Theory Is sues SUS 
The building should maximize natural sources of energy. 

The environment provides a variety of resources that have provided the materials necessary 
for advanced information and building technology. The protagonists of the industrial 

revolution chose to base their technology on non-renewable resources such as oil and coal. 
Not only are these resources limited, but the processes used to convert them to electrical 

power also cause adverse effects on other environmental systems. Since then, our 
de endenc has on these fuels has increased. 

"Ecologic Economics is the key to environmenta1 µre::;ervauon and 
renewability ... The technologic dilemma is great because it has preempted 

ecologic sustainability by its persistent magnitude and multileveled 
environmental ex loitations throu h too man decades." ,,, 

An essential component of becoming part of a landscape is minimizing adverse effects on 
surroundings. Newer technologies have improved the possibility of maintaining electrical and 

. . t I . f h I dh d I t' • 
Besides these renewable energy sources, thoughtful designers have 

developed a variety of methods for reducing long term energy costs and 
consumption in buildings. 



' T heory lssl a's SUS 
The building should maximize natural sources of energy. 

CONCEPT: The bu ilding should maximize natural 
sources of energy. 

POSSIBLE DESIGN SOLUTIONS: 

In hot, humid climates, building materials that reflect heat can reduce 
energy costs and create more comfortable spaces. 

Solar energy can be collected and converted to electrical power 
through solar cells to supplement the buildings' energy needs. 

Daylight should be used as an alternative to artificial lighting systems 
that create heat and use electrical energy, along with passive solar 

systems to assist in climate control. 

Orientation, site placement, and indigenous vegetation can be used 
to minimize heat gain. 



Theory Ccise Studies SUS 
Osaka Municipal Gymnasium-Nikken Sekkai-Osaka, Japan. 

The roof of the 
gym is covered in 

landscape so that it 
appears to be a 

natural hill 

Water flows ll••iii 
through the site as 
a representation of -~~· 

the historic 
significance of the 

ancient waterways. 

TAINABILl1Y 

The gym is 
designed to utilize 
natural airflows to 

cool the space . 

-0-.,. 



Theory Case Studies SUS 
Panasonic Multimedia Center-Nikken Sekkai-Tokyo. Japan. 

Rustic stonework 
and the noise of 

waterfalls make the ~~~~ 
large, open atrium I-

an inviting place for 
interaction. 

Floor levels are 
open and stepped 
back, and there is 
a large skylight to 

let light into the 
interior. 

Openings are 
configured to allow 
air to flow through 

and heat to escape 
from the top.· 

Mirrors reflect 
daylight from the 
skylight to darker 

interior spaces. t II , , 



Theory Case Studies SUS 
Monument Towers-Ambasz and Associates-Phoenix, AZ. 

Thin horizontal fins 
all the way around 
the exterior control 

light and heat 
entering through 

windows. 

TAINABILITY 

The towers are fonned around a large 
interior plaza that is shaded from the 
hot sun, but also allows air flow. The 

plaza is intended to be an active 
gathering place. 
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Fctcil1ty Issues FAC IL.I~ 

The facility for the project is a vehicle to express the relationship of 
technology to environment. But it should also be functional. It's 

purpose is to provide a work environment that allows employees to 
perform required tasks as efficiently and effectively as possible, 

while maintaining viability as a symbol of success and adaptability. 

The facility should integrate individual and group spaces to support the interaction of both private and 
participatory work activities. 

The facility should not be too specifically designed for one particular activity and should have the 
potential to adapt with changing space requirements due to the shifting needs of the company. 

The facility should actively promote energy conservation in design. 

The facility should maintain a safe and secure, but non-obtrusive environment to protect the company's 
integrity. 

The facility should create an active and exciting working environment to motivate and stimulate 
employees. 



Facility Goals I NT 
The facility sh ould integrate individual and group 
spaces t o support t he interaction of both p rivat e and 
participat ory work act ivities. 

Central group work area 
surrounded by individual or 

paired offices. 

Group areas connected 
through circulation paths. 

Group work area should 
be comfortable and 

inviting. 

Offices should have views 
into the group work area. 

-··-1 
I 
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Facility Go<; ls I NT 
The facility sh ou ld integrate individual and group 
spaces to s upport t h e int eraction of both privat e and 
participatory work activit ies. 

Departments should have 
apparent entries. 

Visual separations instead 
of physical barriers. 

Glass 

Plants 

Circulation flows through 
different departments. 

f+i .. 

Understood paths of 
circulation. 

DD 
DD 
DD 
DD 



Fdc1 l1 ty God ls I NT 
The facility should integrate individual and group 
spaces to support the interaction of both private and 
participatory work activities. 

ERACTION 

Computer networking systems. Central gathering area. Interdepartmental meeting 
spaces. 

B 
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Fcicll1ty Goalo; ADA 
The facility should not be too specifically designed for 
one particular activity and should have the potential to 
adapt with changing space requirements due to the 
shifting needs of the company. 

The building should not be centralized around a lobby 
or atrium space to increase the adaptability and 

reflect the lack of infrastructure hierarchy needed in a 
space dedicated to information technology. 

Clustered department work 
areas. 

DIE I 

GcHJ[] 

Multiple entries. 



Facility Goa ls ADA 
The facility should not be too specifically designed for 
one particular activity and should have the potential to 
adapt with changing space requirements due to the 
shifting needs of the company. 

Movable partitions and furniture. 

Cubicles 

PTABILITY 

High ceilings. 



Fdcil1ty Goals ADA 
The facility should not be too specifically designed for 
one particular activity and should have the potential to 
adapt with changing space requirements due to the 
shifting needs of the company. 

Large spans create open 
flexible spaces. 

Exterior glass walls. 

• • • 

• • • 

• • • 

l • • • 
Light 

Visible structure. 



Facility Goa ls CQN 
The fac ility should actively promote energy conservation 
in design. 

Windows, skylights, and 
clerestories to provide required 

amount of sunlight. 

Reflective surfaces to transfer 
daylight. 

North daylighting provides 
uniform lighting with minimal 

heat gain. 

North 



Facil1ty Goals CQN 
The facility should actively promote energy conservation 
in design. 

The building should utilize methods for resisting heat 
gain to reduce cooling costs in a hot, humid 

environment. 

Roof overhangs control direct 
sun. 

Heat reflective exterior wall and 
roof materials. 

Heat reflective glass. 



Fcic il1ty Go;ils CQN 
The facility should actively promote energy conservation 
in design. 

Cross-ventilation in interior 
spaces. 

I I 

Oriented to site-specific 
airflows and prevailing 

breezes. 

Framed instead of fixed 
windows. 

Openings between floors. 

I I 

I I 



F<ic1 l1ty Goals SEC 
The facility should maintain a safe and secure. but non
obtrusive environment to protect the company's 
integrity. 

There should be an implied separation between 
employee and community spaces and between work 

and break spaces. 

lJFtl~ 

See-through but impassable 
partitions. 

Secluded break area. Separate parking areas. 

Glass 

Levels 



Facility Gocils SEC 
The facility should maintain a safe and secure, but non
obtrusive environment to protect the company's 
integrity. 

Exterior areas should be well lit to provide a feeling of 
safety for users during night hours. 

Well-lit entrances. 

L_~ 

Enclosed brightly lit parking 
area. 

Light floods the exterior fayade. 



Fvc1l1ty Goals SEC 
The facility should maintain a safe and secure, but non
obtrusive environment to protect the company's 
integrity. 

Work areas should be visible to surrounding areas to 
discourage shirking and encourage awareness of 

surroundings. 

Department supervisor's offices 
centrally placed. 

Open work areas. Circulation through work areas. 



F<1c1l1ty Go.:ils STI 
The facility should create an active and exciting 
working environment t o motivate and stimulate employees. 

The path between employee parking and office space 
and al l other circu lation paths should be visually non

oppressive and stimulating. 

Landscaping and natural 
vegetation. 

Water features (vision, 
noise) 

MULATION 

Canopy. 

lml 

Transition to larger scale of 
offices. 



Fac1l1ty Godls STI MULATION 
The facility should creat e an active and exciting 
working environment to motivate and stimulate employees. 

Offices should be near natural lighting and have 
unobstructed views to the outside. Workspaces 

should not be placed in enclosed areas. 

Large office windows. Skylight allows natural light to 
enter central spaces. 

R~ 
-J _~·-[ 

Attractive views to landscaping. 

• 



Facility Goals STI MULATION 
The facility should create an active and exciting 
w orking environment to motivate and stimulate employees. 

Visible electronic infrastructure. Flowing architecture. Changes in levels. 



Fac1l1ty Case Studies FAC 
Sun Microsystems MARCOM Group- Backen Arrigoni 
Ross-Palo A lto, California. 

Exercise facilities ifltJ!l'o:J! 
increase employee ' 

health and 
encourage 
interaction. 

IL.I~ 

Large windows provide light and views 
to make comfortable meeting areas 

more inviting and exciting. 



F<icil1ty Case Sturl1cs FAC 
Millenium Tower-Foster and Partners-Tokyo. 

The tower is not 
only a monument 
to the city, it is a 

response to sprawl 
by containing a 
mixture of uses 

within an enclosed 
environment. 

IL.I__.....,. 

Transportation infrastructure is the focus at 
the base of the tower, providing links to the 

city for thousands of users. 



Fac1l1ty Casn Stucl1<>s FAC 
RITE Headquarters Building-Nikken Sekkai-Kyoto, Japan . 

Natural water 
sources are used 

to cool the building 
and also make 

attractive 

landscaping. ~~~~~~ ... •-••• 

The buildings 
footprint and 

parking areas 
conform to the 
contours of the 

site. 

IL.I~ 

Glazing and roof 
overhangs are 
used to control 

daylight and heat. 



Factl1ty Surnrnary FAC IL.I~ 



Facility Act1v1ty AndlY"' ' "' ACT IVITY ANALYSIS 

The activi ty analys is will focus on twelve 
divisions of workers within the organization. 

listed to the right. These divisions will be 
analyzed accord ing to their users. the activities 

performed, and unique spatial requi rements. 
The activity analysis will determine what the 
needs are within and directly adjacent to the 

space. Analysis will help the design to 
accomplish the needs of the users as well as 

act as a guide in the design process. 

Executive 

Finance 

Operations 

Member Support 

Marketing 

Sales 

Customer Experience 

Research and Development 

Strategic Planning 

Human Resources 

Engineering 

Accounting 



Users 

IVITY ANALYSIS 

The individuals that occupy this space 
are the primary representatives of the 
company. The role of this space is to 
reflect the company's image and the 
ideals of its leaders. 

This space will accommodate financial 
activities related to long and short term 
investing, coordinating, research, and 
financial planning. 

+----------------+------- ----- --- ··- ···· 

The company's chief officers, as well as Managers, planners, clerks, and 
support staff necessary support staff. 

t-----------+--------------+---------·~-~-- ---

Activities 

Usable Space 
Special 

Requirements 

Activities include formal and informal 
meetings with clients, board of 
directors, other executives, and 
subordinates. Support activities include 
reception and secretarial activities. 

Activities include planning, operational 
finances, meetings, and client 
meetings, as well as record keeping 
and data processing. 

~xecutive spaces should reflect the The space should have central areas 
importance of users. The o~ces should for discussion groups and access to 
be lar~~ and ~omf~rtable with . records. The area should be secure toj 
amenities. Pnvacy is necessary m protect the company's confidential 
offices and conference rooms. . i n 
Reception area should be open and mformat 0 · 



F.:ic1l1 t y Ac1 1v1ty A11.i lys1s ACT IVllY ANALYSIS 

Users 

••••• 
This department is slightly more This area includes a variety of activities 
individualized, although it should remain that range from direct individual 
in the 'club' context. It is responsible for customer contact to group and team 
day to day operations of the company work. 
and for developing contingencies. 

Managers, a variety of specialists and 
analysts, and support staff. 

Managers, groups assigned to specific 
partnerships, customer support, 
research. 

~-----------+---------------l----------------

Activities 

Usable Space 
Special 

Requirements 

Responsible for organizational Management of group efforts, 
management and analyzing work maintaining and developing new 
activities, and developing new work business partners, assisting customers 
processes to increase efficiency, with specific needs, conferences with 
consulting with management, assessing managers, analysis of current and 
needs. Problem solving. future partnerships. 

Individualized and organized, but 
should also provide comfortable space 
for small group meetings. 

Pockets for group work activities are 
necessary, as well as large open space 
for customer support activities. There 
should be separations between groups, 
call center, and individual offices. 



Fcic il ity Act1v11y Ana lysis ACT IVITY ANALYSIS 

Users 

Activities 

Usable Space 
Special 

Requirements 

Marketing activities are intended to 
increase memberships as well as 
identify and locate opportunities to 
increase awareness of the product 

Managers, coordinators, advertisers, 
and directors, as well as support staff. 

Sales deals in two broad areas: 
subscriber sales, and partnerships. The 
emphasis is on developing and 
maintaining good professional 
relationships. 

Managers, account managers, account 
executives, salespeople, support staff 

Identifying, researching, and developing Consulting with current and potential 
strategies for target markets, customers, forecasting sales, planning, 
coordinating with managers, testing developing budgets, coordinating with 
new ideas and promotions. departments. 

Community gathering places are 
important, as well as private meeting 
places. The design should 
communicate energy and innovation. 

This space will mostly consist of 
individual offices, with two or three 
conference areas. It should 
communicate the values of the 
company. 



Facility Act1v1ty Analysis ACT IVITY ANALYSIS 

Users 

Activities 

Usable Space 
Special 

Requirements 

This division is associated with making 
sure that the experience of customers i 
the best it can be and correcting 
problems. 

• ' I .. '' . 
Research and Development is 
responsible for both risk security and 
development of new technologies that 
will improve the product. 

Managers, directors, and support staff. Managers, systems analysts, 
engineers, and support staff. 

Communicating with media and 
reporters, analyzing customer 
responses to new products and 
offerings, developing communications 
between customers and the company. 

Comfortable spaces for conferences 
and focus groups. 

Assessing and responding to 
vulnerability of company's systems and 
networks, develop and evaluate new 
processes and technologies, consulting 
with managers, project management 
and implementation. 

This should be a large, open work area 
with individual work stations. This area 
should be secure and inaccessible to 
the public. The environment should be 
closely controllable. 



Fac1l1ty Act1v1ty Ancilys1s ACT MlY ANALYSIS 

Space and 
Description 

Users 

Activities 

Usable Space 
Special 

Requirements 

Strategic Planning _._Human Resourc~ __ --·· • 
Strategic planning involves long term 
plans to establish position within an 
industry, including where the company 
is headed and what the primary goals 
will be. 

This division is responsible for all 
staffing needs to provide the company 
with the quality of employees it needs t 
be successful. 

Managers, planners, and support staff. Managers and support staff. 

. . Reviewing operational procedures to 
D1scuss1on ~f long term goals and short align them with company goals, provide 
term strateg1e~ to reach those goals, employee information systems, arrange 
conferences with manag:rs and benefits, searching for, interviewing, 
?epartment ~eads, planning, hiring, and firing new employees, 
1mplementat1on. training. 

The space should consist mostly of 
group conference areas and meeting 
places. The primary activities are done 
in teams. 

his area should represent the image of 
he company to employees, will be 
ostly individual offices and small 

lassrooms for training purposes. 



Facility Act1v1ty Andlys1s ACT IVllY ANALYSIS 

Users 

Activities 

Usable Space 
Special 

Requirements 

Engineering is primarily responsible for 
the development of internet and 
networking software for the company, 
as well as information systems. 

This division is responsible for all 
accounting activities and control of the 
company's funds. 

Managers, software engineers, system Managers, analysts, coordinators, 
administrators, network designers, and clerks, auditors, and support staff. 
support staff. 

Design, development, and maintenance Supervising cash flows, financial 
of management network and database statements, payroll, customer accounts, 
systems, writing standards and organizing billing plans, recording all of 
procedures for systems, network the company's financial transactions, 
infrastructure, internet software design, data entry, research, and defining 
technical communication to divisions monetary procedures. 

Computer cubicles and some private 
offices, and several informal meeting 
places, should be a casual but vibrant 
atmosphere. This is the technical heart 
of the company. 

Open office layout is suitable, the 
design should be lively since the tasks 
being performed can be tedious. The 
area should be fairly secure since there 
are sensitive documents. 



Space Summary SPA CE SUMMARY 

I 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

EXECUTIVE 14 700 s.f. 

Executive offices 11 @ 600 s.f. 6600 

Executive offices 16@250 s.f. 4000 

Reception area 3@ 100 s.f. 300 

Lobby 1 @250 s.f. 250 

Conference room 1 @ 750 s.f. 750 

Secretary area 27@ 100 s.f. 2700 

Storage 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 



Space Summary SPA ESUMMARY 

I 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

FINANCE 6,560 s.f. 

Manager offices 2@ 150 s.f. 300 

Offices 12@ 125 s.f. 1,500 

Meeting rooms 1 @ 300 s.f. 300 

Secretary 8 @70 s.f. 560 

Clerical 20@70 s.f. 1,500 

Reception area 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 

Open work stations 26@70 s.f. 1,820 

Document storage 1 @480 s.f. 480 



Space Summary SPA CESU-MMARY 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

OPERATIONS 10,500 s.f. 

Manager offices 5@ 150 s.f. 750 

Offices 12@ 125 s.f. 1,500 

Meeting rooms 2@300 s.f. 600 

Reception area 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 

Work stations 90@70 s.f. 6,300 

Secretary 5@70 s.f. 350 

Meeting areas 2 @250 s.f. 500 

Storage 1 @400 s.f. 400 



Space Sunrn1;:iry SPA ESUMMARY 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

MEMBER SUPPORT 7,310 

Manager offices 4@ 150 s.f. 600 

Supervisor offices 12@ 100 s.f. 1,000 

Meeting rooms 2 @300 s.f. 600 

Conference room 1 @600 s.f. 600 

Work stations 80@50 s.f. 4,000 

Secretary 3@70 s.f. 210 

Reception area 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 



Space Summary SPA 

I 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

MARKETING 13,550 s.f. 

Manager offices 10@ 150 s.f. 1,500 

Offices 40@100 s.f. 4,000 

Reception area 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 

Meeting rooms 2 @600 s.f. 1,200 

Secretary 5@70 s.f. 350 

Work stations 80@ 70 s.f. 5,600 

Meeting areas 4 @200 s.f. 800 



Space Summary SPA 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

SALES 14,250 s.f. 

Managers offices 5@ 150 s.f. 750 

Offices 12@ 125 s.f. 1,500 

Meeting rooms 3@600 s.f. 1,800 

Reception area 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 

Secretary 10 @70 s.f. 700 

Work stations 120@70 s.f. 8,400 

Meeting areas 4@250 s.f. 1,000 



Space Sum mary SPA CE SUMMARY 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 5.000 s.f. 

Managers offices 2@ 150 s.f. 300 

Offices 10@ 100 s.f. 1,000 

Meeting room 1 @600 s.f. 600 

Reception area 1@ 100 s.f. 100 

Work stations 40@70 s.f. 2,800 

Secretary 2@ 100 s.f. 200 



Space Summary SPA 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 8.060 s.f. 

Managers offices 2@ 150 s.f. 300 

Offices 20@ 100 s.f. 2,000 

Meeting room 1 @600 s.f. 600 

Reception area 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 

Secretary 2@ 100 s.f. 200 

Work stations 28 @70 s.f. 1,960 

Meeting areas 2@250 s.f. 500 

Lab space 2@800 s.f. 1,600 

Storage 2@400 s.f. 800 



Space Summary SPA CE SUMMARY 

I 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

STRATEGIC PLANNING 5,420 s.f. 

Managers offices 2@ 150 s.f. 300 

Offices 12@ 100 s.f. 1,200 

Meeting room 1 @600 s.f. 600 

Reception area 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 

Secretary 2@ 100 s.f. 200 

Work stations 36@70 s.f. 2,520 

Meeting areas 2 @250 s.f. 500 



Space Summary SPA CE SUMMARY 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

HUMAN RESOURCES 4,280 s.f. 

Managers offices 2@ 150 s.f. 300 

Offices 8@ 100 s.f. 800 

Meeting room 1 @600 s.f. 600 

Reception area 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 

Work stations 24@70 s.f. 1,680 

Secretary 4@ 100 s.f. 400 

Storage 2 @400 s.f. 800 



Space Sun1ni<;ry SPA CE SUMMARY 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

ENGINEERING 6,900 s.f. 

Managers offices 2@ 150 s.f. 300 

Offices 12@ 100 s.f. 1,200 

Meeting rooms 1 @600 s.f. 600 

Reception area 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 

Work stations 50@70 s.f. 3,000 

Meeting areas 2@250 s.f. 500 

Secretary 2@ 100 s.f. 200 

Lab space 1 @600 s.f. 600 

Storage 1 @400 s.f. 400 



Space Sun11nary SPA CESU-MMARY 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

ACCOUNTING 5,600 s.f. 

Managers offices 2@ 150 s.f. 300 

Offices 14@ 100 s.f. 1,400 

Meeting rooms 1 @600 s.f. 600 

Reception area 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 

Work stations 30@70 s.f. 2,100 

Meeting areas 2@250 s.f. 500 

Secretary 6@ 100 s.f. 600 



Space Summary SPA 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

CHILD CARE CENTER 7,000 s.f. 

Staff offices 6@ 100 s.f. 600 

Lounge 1 @400 s.f. 400 

Kitchen 1 @400 s.f. 400 

Play area 1 @ 3500 s.f. 3,500 

Classrooms 4@500 s.f. 2,000 

Reception 1 @ 100 s.f. 100 



Space Summary SPA CE SUMMARY 

I 

Space 
Number of 

Users 

Required 
Square 
Footage 

EXERCISE SPACE 6,860 s.f. 

Weight room 1 @ 1000 s.f. 1,000 

Court 1 @ 3000 s.f. 3,000 

Locker rooms 2@ 1200 s.f. 2,400 

Mail room 1 @ 300 s.f. 300 

Security 1 @300 s.f. 300 



Space Summary SPA CE SUMMARY 

TOTAL NSF 133,800 NSF 

Mechanical area NSF X .15 20,070 s.f. 

Circulation NSF X .23 30,774 s.f. 

Restrooms & Utilities NSF X .06 8,028 s.f. 

Walls NSF X .06 8,028 s.f. 

TOTAL GROSS USF 200,700 USF 

TOTAL GROSS S.F. USF X 1.2 240,840 S.F. 
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< http://www.bararch.com>. 

Foster and Partners. 27 Oct 2002. 
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ekka i, Nikken. 27 Oct 2002. < Http://www.arch.hku.hk> . 





Context Issues GEQ 

Fort Worth began in 1849 as an 
army post to protect settlers from 
the Indians. Later it became a 
major stop on the Chisolm Trail, a 
major cattle driving route. 
Eventually it became a premiere 
livestock trading center. When oil 
was discovered in Texas, the city 
became a site for oil tycoons to 
conduct their business. Near the 
head of the Trinity river, Fort 
Worth also became a shipping 
hub for the railroad. With a hot, 
humid climate and rolling hills to 
the north of the coastal plain, Fort 
Worth has become a growing 
metropolis that is attractive to 
businesses and individuals 
worldwide. 



Context Issues GEQ GRAPHICAL 

The city of Dallas was founded at 
the intersection of three forks of 
the Trinity River and soon became 
a trade center. Since then it has 
become a city dedicated to 
commerce. The climate and 
farmland were also initial attractors 
to the area. The terrain consists of 
rolling hills and dense vegetation. 
The city of Dallas itself is 
surrounded by suburbs, with the 
majority of growth to the north and 
east. Public transportation does 
not play a vital role, although 
Dallas Area Rapid Transit is 
adding lines to connect the various 
suburban areas with the central 
business district and Fort Worth. It 
is important to a new development 
to have connections to freeways 
and DART stations to be 
successful and easy to access. 



Context Issues INS TITUTIONAL 

Earthlink 
is an internet service provide 

known for customer service and new 
ideas in product and services. It has 

about 5 million subscribers and is 
highly rated in customer satisfaction. 

It prides itself on providing tools fo 
subscribers to customize thei 

service to specific needs. 

Mission: 
To become the leading lnterne 

service provider in the world, as 
measured by number of members, 

member satisfaction and profitability 

Purpose: 
• To improve people's lives by giving 

them the abil ity to communicate 
better than ever before 

• To enable our employees and 
shareholders to flourish and prospe 



Context Issues I NS TITUTIONAL 

Core Values & Beliefs 1 

What's important at Earthlink? We are convinced that the key to creating a truly great organization is an intense 
focus on the values that guide its people's actions. These are Earthlink's "Core Values and Beliefs". If we don't 
seem to be living up to them, call us on it! 

• We respect the individual, and believe that individuals who are treated with respect and given 
responsibility respond by giving their best. 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

We require complete honesty and integrity in everything we do . 

We make commitments with care, and then live up to them. In all things, we do what we say we are going 
to do. 

Work is an important part of life, and it should be fun. Being a good businessperson does not mean being 
stuffy and boring. 

We love to compete, and we believe that competition brings out the best in us . 

We are frugal. We guard and conserve the company's resources with at least the same vigilance that we 
would use to guard and conserve our own personal resources. 

We insist on giving our best effort in everything we undertake. Furthermore, we see a huge difference 
between "good mistakes" (best effort, bad result) and "bad mistakes" (sloppiness or lack of effort). 

Clarity in understanding our mission, our goals, and what we expect from each other is critical to our 

"' f 
~ 
I success. Ii 
s 

We are believers in the Golden Rule. In all our dealings we will strive to be friendly and courteous, as well~ 
as fair and compassionate. J 
We feel a sense of urgency on any matters related to our customers. We own problems and we are ~ 
always responsive. We are customer-driven. 2! 

• 

• 



Con text Issues TEC 

Around 40 years ago, Marshall McLuhan 
coined the term 'g lobal village' 2 to 
describe something that was occurring in 
mass communication technology. Then it 
was a meaningless term to most who 
heard it, but today it is a reality. The 
global village exists because of 
information revolution. Technology 
connects people to people across the 
planet and almost instantaneously. What 
has come about is the consumer as 
'disincarnate user,'3 meaning the 
physical limitations of consumption have 
become obsolete. Technology has the 
ability to create, hold, conduct, and 
release energy at will , essentially to 
control a flow of energy that transforms 
culture. 



Co11t(~xt Issues TEC HNOLOGICAL 

Architecture used to be an artificial 
depiction of the physical environment. 
But now its task is to relate to an 
environment that can only be 
understood by metaphor. In the 
information age a web, address, site, 
page, or superhighway is not a physical 
object, but an analogous description of 
a metaphysical system. Everyone is in 
transition, without destination, 'surfing' 
through superficial appearances and 
occasionally pausing to engage images. 
Hyper text creates layers of 
superficiality until there is no 
recognizable beginning and only an 
illusion of depth. There is no structure. 
The question now is how to represent 
culture in the electronic age. 



Context Issues TEC HNOLOGICAL 

Nature is a system of apparent 
hierarchies that seems to act in 
predictable ways. This is a direct 
contrast to electronic culture, which is 
chaotic and unpredictable. Architecture 
is created in the middle ground between 
order and disorder, "signifying aspects 
of the changing and growing world 
directly (its laws, seasons, and 
qualities) and by reflecting them 
abstractly, in the new languages of 
architecture (or inventive moves in old 
language)." 4 This suggests that 
architecture is a means of translation 
between technology and nature. 



Con text Issues TEC 

The world of information technology is 
competitive. It is vital to any company's 
survival to be ahead of the competition, 
to be able to predict changes, and 
adapt to those changes. Flexible 
infrastructure is necessary. Business 
practices may require a certain type of 
space now, and something completely 
different in a few months. Where it was 
once necessary to define office space 
for each individual, now all the 
information, or access to information, 
necessary to perform a job can be 
carried. Workers can be linked to this 
information from virtually anywhere. 
This has allowed office space to 
become far more open and free of 
physical barriers than ever before. 



Context Cdse Studies CQN 
River Legacy Living Science Center-Jones Studio, Inc. 
Arlington. Texas. 

The center is 
situated near the 

Trinity river and is 
dedicated -to the 

study of the river's 
ecosystem. The 
area is dense in 

vegetation, 
providing shade 

and a rugged 
natural setting. 

I 

The parking area is 
covered with 

pavers to allow 
water and nutrients 

into the soil and 
spaces are in small 

clusters to not 
disturb trees. 



Context Case Studies CQN 
Fort Worth Water Garden-Philip Johnson-Fort Worth, 
Texas. 

The "mountains", 
steep hills made of 
concrete, form the 
edge of the water 

garden. Paths lead 
from the sidewalks 
down to the central 

plaza, which has 
cliffs of water 

cascading from all 
sides, rushing at 

different speeds over 
narrower and wider 

steps into the central 
pit. 

IE>< I 

Close to the plaza 
is a "dancing pool." 

Banked flower 
beds, grassy 

mounds and a 
solid line of trees 
protect the visitor 
from the reality of 
the location - an ~~~ 

adjacent highway. 



Site Analysis SITE ANALYSIS 
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Site Analysis SITE 

Climate 

Fort Worth 1s known for 
its hot. l1um1d climate. 

but t1as wide ranges in 

temperature and 
precipitation throughout 

the year. Summer 
temperatures typically 

exceed 100 degrees 
and thunderstorms arc 

frequent. Winters are 
characteris\ically mild 

w th ;in ilver;ige 
temperature 1n January 

of 3 7 t1ecirees 
Preva1l1ng winds are 

from the west in 
summer and northwest 

in winter and can be 
destructive during 

storms Controlling heat 
gain and direct sun light 

sl1ould be the main 
cl1matolog1cal focus in 

the design 

ANALYSIS 



Site Analysis SITE 

Topography 

The topography of the 
site s!opes from the 

north and south end to 
the center. where a 

creek runs through the 
middle. Tl1e elevation 
from highest point to 

lowest ranges from 
about 530 feet to about 

480 feet at the bottom 
of the creek bed. The 

design should consider 
the drainage of 

ratnwaier t11rougl1 the 
site as well as the slope 

of the land 

ANALYSIS 



Site Analysis SITE 

Features 

The site features a 
relatively prominent 

t11lltop tt1at can be seen 
from all sides. Probably 

tt1e most important 
feature of the site. 

though. is the creek bed 
th;it winds through it. 

The creek presents 
opportunities for the 

design to emphasize 
flow ;ind il connection to 

nature Landscaping 
shoulcl be an 1111rortant 

p;:irt of the design 

ANALYSIS 



Site Analysis SITE 

Orientation 

The site 1s rectangular. 
oriented to t11e north. 

with the northeast 
corner cut out Tt1e 

design should consider 
the preva1 l1 ng summer 

winds that flow from the 
west to provide for 
natur;il venl1lat1on 

South-facing windows 
should be shaded from 

direct sunliyht to 
minimize heat q;un <Jnrl 

glare. The bu1ld1ng 
should i)e oriented to 

deflect winter winds 
and lo allow n<Jturat 

drainage to the creek . 

ANALYSIS 



Site An;i lys1s SITE 

Circulation 

The maior access route 
to the site 1s Interstate 
30. which connects to 

both Fort Worth and 
Dallas DFW 

International Airport is 
only a few rniles ;iway. 
making the site easily 

accessible from 
anywhere in the 

country. Parking sl1ould 
be situated at the north 

end on John l White 
Road and at the south 

end adi;icent to the 
freeway. Pedestrian 

circulation should be 
considered from the 
east and west to the 
residential anu retail 

areas ad1acent to the 
site. 

ANALYSIS 



Site Analysis SITE 

Hydrology 

Water will dr;iin from 
the site toward the 

center {cast-west axis) 
toward the creek. and 
down the creek to tile 

cast. On lhe northwest 
corner of tile site. w;itm 

will drain to the road 
East Chase Road and 
then toward the creek. 

The design should t;ike 
c<irc lo <1llow lh1s 

riattern of dra1r1;igf> to 
continue to keep w.1te1 
out of the bu1ldin~1 and 

to prevent areas of 
standing waler 



Site Analysis SITE 

Views 

Views to the site are 
primarily from tl1e 

freewriy to t11e soutt1. 
but there is also t1eavy 

traffic on East Chase 
Road. wl11cl1 borders 

the site to the west. 

Views from tt1e site are 
to the freeway and to 

the residential ilreas to 
the south :ind to the 
e<Jst lntern;il views 

should also be t;:iken 
advantage of toward 

the center of t11e site 
These me<JS should be 

enhanced by 
landscaping to increase 

the attractiveness of 
tl1e views 

ANALYSIS 
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SITE PHOTOS 

View of John T. White Road to the north. 

View of intersection at East Chase and John T. White to the northwest. 



SITE PHOTOS 

View of Interstate 30 to the south. 

View of East Chase Road to the west. 
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To create a prosthetic eye, the original is examined and analyzed, 
providing the information needed to develop a new eye. The 
prosthetic is developed from this information. Although the eye 
cannot help the wearer to see, to outside observers it appears to. 
We make the assumption that it belongs there, has always been 
there, and is both needed and valued. Most of the time it goes 
unnoticed. Whereas, if it were missing, it would be obvious and we 
would be curious or even repulsed. 
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ti These sketches show the major factors that contributed to the 
''t! decision of where the building should be located on the si te and 
JJ how the site should be arranged. Major land forms, sign ificant 
' vegetation, and most importantly, the flow of water through the 

site. In fact, the water flow sketch was used to shape several 
preliminary sketches and study models for the building and 
parking. 
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The first sketch and study model were developed by extending 
the contours from the high point of the site and curving down to 
follow the flow of the creek. Toward the bottom, the building 
would be 5 to 6 stories with a wing extending over the creek. 
This presented several problems, the most significant being 
that it did not take full advantage of views and drainage 

atterns. It als ecame too s re~=~:;:=i:a· =·=·_... 
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The second proposal used the same concept, but was more 
simplified and attempted to bridge across the creek, locating 
the main building on the north side and parking and cafes on 
the south side. Unfortunately, the design created a massive 
parking problem and a long, although pleasant, walk to the 
building. 
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The third idea followed more closely to the hydrology of the 
site, shaping the structure around existing drainage patterns. 
This opposed the previous two designs because it deliberately 
crossed the slope of the site. It also made a better attempt at 
creating interior views from the building to the creek. Parking 
was still a major concern, as well as access to and through the 

ite. 
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Before continuing, it was necessary to give more consideration to how the building would be arranged and how 
the different types of spaces should be arranged. This diagram shows the different departments within the 
organization and what type of space, referring to the program, each would occupy. This revealed several clusters 
of departments that required similar types, and the possibility of a campus instead of one large structure. 



Total Gross USF 
200,700 s.f. 

Sales 
14,250s t 

Marketing 
13,5501 I 

Operdon82 
111.SOO• l • ....... 

"°'' 
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Parking 
200,700 s.f. 

Degree of Privacy: 

II Full Privacy 

· t II No Privacy 

This diagram shows the necessary adjacencies and degree of privacy (referring to the ease of public access) of 
each department. It also diagrams the relative square footages from the program. This further revealed the 
problem of arranging parking because it required the same amount of space as the building itself. It also shows 
something about the hierarchy of the organization, with the executives in the center. 



This study model refers to the color 
coding found in the previous diagrams, 
arranging the different departments to 

scale on the separate levels, with parking 
on the lowest and executive on the 

highest. A walking bridge crosses the 
creek over to the child care and exercise 

facilities. 
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The next study model uses the same 
concepts, but arranges the spaces in a 
more geometric way to both focus the 

building toward the center of the site, the 
creek. It also serves to direct water flow 

around the building. The parking 
underneath and the large setbacks on 

each level preserved green space and set 
up opportunities for roof gardens on each 

level. 
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The sixth (and final) study model 
combines the advantages of both of the 

previous study models and would 
become the basis for the final design. The 

model takes into account the circulation 
through the site and around the building, 
providing access from the east and west 
at existing intersections. The floor levels 
emphasize the concept of extruding the 
contours of the site and maintaining the 
horizontality of the site, a "landscraper." 
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with the intended openness. The intent was to create a space that was open and emphasized horizontal planes. 
After studying alternatives, it was decided that a system of vierendeel trusses might provide the intended effect. 
The trusses could span the required distance (a maximum of 105 ft.) on the 2nd, 4th, and 6th floors while leaving 
the 1st, 3rd, and 5th virtually free of columns. 
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The following pages show a preliminary structural model. excluding parking Vertical access through the 
building 1s located 111 a large central atrium. accessed from each level of the parking structure located to 
the north (model does not show parking) The red members indicate floors spanned by trusses in which 
the web space of the truss 1s the 1nhab1table space 
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The flat slab cantilevers out on each level to support the balconeys and to conform to the cu rve of tt1e 
design On the ground floor where floors 3-6 extend over a first floor courtyard to allow a ir into the pa rkin g 
structure and light into the north side of the 1st and 2nd floors 
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Second Floor 
Plan 

The seconcl floor houses 
the n1ernber support 
and cust on1er 
experience department s. 

park ing 1 
1nechar11cal 2 

open to belovv 3 
vvorksta t 1ons 4 

officr~s 5 
conference roon1 6 

reception 7 
locker roorn 8 

bridge across creek 9 
Roof garden 1 0 
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Third Floor Pla n 

The third f loor contains 
the marketing and sales 
departments ancl is 
mostly made up of ope11 
workstations with 
movable partit ions ancl 
furniture. 

park i11g 1 
mechanical 2 

open to below 3 
worksta t ions 4 

offices 5 
con ference room 6 

recept ion 7 
storage 8 
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Fourth Floor Plan 

The fourth floo r 
contains the finance ancl 
accounting clepartments 
and is accessed t hrough 
a covered parking area 

parking 1 
mechanical 2 

open to below 3 
wor kstations 4 

offices 5 
conference room 6 

reception 7 
storage 8 
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Fifth Floor Plan 

T he fifth floor houses 
the human resources 
department and part of 
the executive 
department and also is 
accessed by the top 
level of the covered 
parking area . 

parking 1 
mechanica l 2 

open to below 3 
workstations 4 

offices 5 
conference room 6 

reception 7 
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Sixth Floor Plan 

The sixth floor holds the 
upper executives as wel l 
as a reception/banquet 
area and a large balcony 
overlooking the creek. 

Elevators to parking 1 
mechanical 2 

open to below 3 
workstations 4 

offices 5 
conference room 6 

reception 7 
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Prosthetics are culturally processed. Their development reacts to both the 
user and the environment. This is how the study of prosthetics can be 

relevant to architecture. A responsible (responsive) architecture is 
successful because it preserves what we have unintentionally deprived 

ourselves of, a connection to our natural surroundings. Ecology is 
"nondual," but only if there is a conscious effort to create the transition 
that brings building technology together with the natural landscape. By 

blurring and abstracting these transitions, by building into instead of onto, 
structure is joined with land and becomes prosthetic. 
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